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Askey-Wilson polynomials p,(x; a, b, c, d) are generalized to the case of non- 
integer values of n and arbitrary complex x. Appropriately normalized solutions of 
a three-term functional equation are introduced as Askey-Wilson functions of the 
first and second kind which approach the well-known Jacobi functions in the limit 
9 + I -. Prescription for evaluating these functions on the cut [ - 1, 11 is provided, 
which is then used to compute Cj;(cos 0; /l 1 q) + Di(cos 8; /I 1 q) as the sum of two 
balanced sd4 series, where C,(x; jl 1 q) is Rogers’ ultraspherical polynomial and 
D,(x; /l 1 q) is the corresponding function of the second kind. Use of an integral of 
Askey is made to express this sum as an infinite integral. ‘(’ 1992 Academw Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For x > 0, Nicholson [ 17, IS] extended the basic trigonometric identity 
cos* x + sin* x = 1 to the case of Bessel functions by the integral representa- 
tion 
J:(x) + Y:(x) = $1: &(2x sinh t) cash 2vr dt. (1.1) 
Watson [24] used this formula to obtain bounds and asymptotic expan- 
sions of the function on the left side, and to derive a number of interesting 
monotonicity properties of related functions. Observing that the Bessel 
functions can be obtained as limit cases of ultraspherical polynomials 
Durand [7, S] was able to give a further extension in terms of the 
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ultraspherical functions of the first and second kind, C?(x) and D!(x), 
respectively, 
cc%412 + m-41’ 
QA+2/?)23-28 inp a, 
= qn+ l)f’(j?) e- s 
(z’-l)~~‘D~(x2+(1-x2)z)dz, (1.2) 
, 
Rep>O, Re/1> -1, -1 <xc 1, where 
C!(z) = 
I-(1 + 28) 
f(A + 1) r(2fl) 2F1 
-i,1.+21(;j+;;;(l-z) 
> 
(1.3) 
and 
.~(z)=r(~“+28)(2z)-i-2B 
m)m+n+ 1) e 
infi2F1 p+i 
2’ 
(1.4) 
When A is a nonnegative integer, say, n, C!(x) becomes the ultraspherical 
or Gegenbauer polynomial which has the representations 
C{(x) =% ,F, ( -Rn+2/I;a+;;;(l-x) -l<x<l, (1.5) 
= i mm-k cos(n -2k)G 
k=O k! (n-k)! 
0 < 8 d 71, (a), = a(a + 1) . . . (a + n - 1 ), (1.6) 
=v+$ o,(sin8),L2P 
=j;r’zq3+ 1) n! 
XC cc (l-Bhc(n+kY sin(n+2k+ l)e k-0 k! (P+ l)n+k o<l?<n, (1.7) 
x = cos 8, while DE(x) has the series representation 
2W+i) 0, . 
R(I)=Ar(B+l) n! (sinW28 
x f (1-p)~(n+k)!cos(n+2k+1)8, 
k-0 k! (B+ l)n+k 
(1.8) 
0 < 8 < 7~; see [ 10, 231. The purpose of this paper is to seek a q-extension 
of (1.2), particularly for nonnegative integer values of A. In Section 3 we 
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shall first introduce the definitions of the q-ultraspherical functions of the 
first and second kind, denoted by CJx; /3 1 q) and D,(x; /I 1 q), respectively. 
For L = n, C,(x; fl ) q) is Rogers’ q-ultraspherical polynomial, see [2], 
defined by 
n (8; q)kM q)n-k Wn-2W o<e<n, 
(1.9) 
4 
f b(k,n;8)sin(n+2k+l)e, o<ecn. 
=~~(c0seI~),=, (1.10) 
The corresponding function of the second kind is a direct analogue of (1.8) 
namely (see [3,20]) 
D,(COS 0; B I 4) = 
4 
f b(k,n;B)~o~(n+2k+l)e, o<e<7t, 
wg(cOs e I 4) k=O (1.11) 
where 
b(k n. B) = (by 8% q)co(B’; q)n(q”+ ‘, q/b; q)k Bk 
2 2 
(47 B’; 4Luk 4M4. w+‘; 4)k 
(1.12) 
and wp(cos 8 ( q), the weight function with respect to which the q-ultra- 
spherical polynomials are orthogonal for Ifi\ < 1, is given by 
wo(~o~ e 1 q) = csc e fi 
(1 - 2qn cos 28 + 42”) 
.=,(1-2~q~c0~28+82q*~)' 
(1.13) 
The q-shifted factorials in (1.9)-( 1.12) are defined by 
i 
1 
(a’q)n= (l-a)(l-aq)...(l-aq”-‘) 
if n =O, 
if n = 1, 2, . ..) 
(1.14) 
(a; 4L = Jimm (4 4h = fj (1 - W), 
If=0 
I41 < 1, (1.15) 
(6 2 Q2, . . . . ak; q)n= fi caj; q)n, (1.16) 
j=l 
see [ 133. The orthogonality relation for C,(x; b 1 q) was given by Askey 
and Ismail [2], 
s I CAT P I 4) C,(x; B I 4) w,(x I 9) dx = K1 d,,,,,, (1.17) --I 
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For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . C,(x; fi I q) and D,(x; fl I q) are related, for - 1 < x < 1 
by the Hilbert transform, 
Durand [9] gave a further extension of his results to the Jacobi functions 
of the first and second kinds, defined in [lo] (see also [ 151 for a slightly 
different definition) by 
P$,='fl'(z)= 
T(/z+a+l) 
I-(A+l)T(cc+l)ZF’ ( 
-~,l+a+P+l;~+l;;(l-z) ) 
> 
(1.20) 
Q(%fi)(Z)=2~+a+fl 
r(A+a+ l)r(A+/?+ 1) 
n r(2l+ol+p+2) 
(z- l))“P”P’(z+ 1))” 
X$1 
( 
i+l,,.+r+l;2l+a+P+2;& ) 
1 
(1.21) 
where z is in the complex plane cut along the real axis from - 1 to + 1. On 
the cut - 1 <x < 1, Durand [9] defined the Jacobi functions by 
p?“‘(x) =; [e’““Q$,a.fi’(x + jo) - e-InaQp”)(x - j(j)] 
= Pyyx f iO), -l<xbl, (1.22) 
Q(n”‘fl)(x) = i [e’““Qy’@)(x + j0) + e-‘x’“Q~~x~fl)(x - i(l)], -l<x<l. 
(1.23) 
When A = n, a nonnegative integer, Pr*B'(x) is, of course, the Jacobi 
polynomial of degree n, and Q:“)(x) is related to Pf9B'(x) by a Hilbert 
transform of the form (1.19) with weight function (1 - x)“( 1 + x)~, LY, p > 
-1. 
The first major task for us is to define appropriate q-analogues of 
P$.a,B'(z) and QyB’(z), and then to see if there is a natural way to extend 
(1.22) and (1.23) to the q-world. For n =O, 1, . . . . the author [20] essentially 
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used (1.19) to define the Askey-Wilson functions of the second kind that 
correspond to the Askey-Wilson polynomials [4], 
PJX; a, b, c, 4 = 443 ’ 
-“, abcdq+ ‘, aeie, aePie 
ab, ac, ad 
;q,q > 1 x = cos 8, (1.24) 
which are orthogonal on [ - 1, 1 ] with respect to the weight function 
w(x.a b c +h(x;l, -19&Y -&)(,&x2)-1,2 > 3 > 9 
4~; a, b, c, 4 
(1.25) 
where 
h(x;a)= fi (1-2axqn+a2q2n)=(aeiH,aeCie;q)m, 
II=0 (1.26) 
Mx; aI, a2, . . . . ak) = fi /2(x; a,). 
j= 1 
The 4#3 symbol on the right side of (1.24) represents a basic hyper- 
geometric series defined by 
r+dr [ 
aI, a2, . . . . a,+ l m b,, . . b, ;q,z 1 =1 (al, a , .. a,, l ; 4L ,,zO (q, b,, . . . . b,; q)n “I’ (1’27) 
see [13]. The special feature about the 44X series in (1.24) is that its 
argument is q and that the product of the denominator parameters is q 
times the product of the numerator parameters, aproperty that characterizes 
the so-called balanced basic hypergeometric series. If a = q”’ + ‘j4, 
c = _ qP12 f 114, b =a &, d= c &, then p,(x) = p,,(x; a, 6, c, d) is a 
q-analogue of the Jacobi polynomials in the sense that 
lim pn(x; q”12 + U4, q”12 + 314, _ gal2 + 114, _ qS12 + 3/4) = f2~x8)(x)/p~*P)( I), 
q-1 
(1.28) 
and hence are called the continuous q-Jacobi polynomials. 
However, if L is not a nonnegative integer then it is not clear how to 
define appropriate q-analogues of (1.20) and (1.21). The approach of a 
functional equation that generalizes the three-term recurrence relation 
satisfied by the Askey-Wilson polynomials seems to be the most promising 
one. Indeed, it was shown in [14] that the functional equation 
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(z+z-‘-u-ual+A,+C,)fi,(z) 
=AA (1 -ahq”)(l -acq~)(l -adqi)(l -bcdqjyz) z ,I+’ 
(1 -bcq”))(l -bdqA)(l -cdq”)(l -uzqA) lx+ (z) 
+c (1 -abq~-‘)(I -ucqAP’)(l -udqAp’)(l -bcdqAp’/z)<f,p,(z) 
a (1 -bCqP’)(l -bdq”P’)(l -cdqA-‘)(l -azq”- ‘) a n ’ 
(1.29) 
with 
&=a-’ 
(1 -ubq”)(l-ucq”)(l -udqQ(l -ubcdqi-‘) 
(1 -ubcdq*“-‘)(1-ubcdq2~) ’ 
(1.30) 
c 
1 
=u(l -bcqiP’)(l -bdqA--I)(1 -cdqAP’)(l -41) 
(1 -ubcdq*“P*)(l -ubcdq2”y ’ 
(1.31) 
is satisfied by 
fj,(z) = 8 W,(bcd/qz; b/z, c/z, d/z, ubcdqAp I, 4-l; q, qz/u), (1.32) 
where a, b, c, d, A are complex parameters such that a, z # 0, 
max(/ul, lb], [cl, IdI)< 1 and A# -1, -2, . We assume here and for the 
rest of the paper that 0 < q < 1. The W-symbol on the right side of (1.32) 
represents a very-well-poised basic hypergeometric series, 
r+3Wr+,(a; b,, b,, . . . . b,; 4, z) 
.- a, q&i -44, b,, 62, 
‘-r+34r+2 [ ,:;;, -J;;, uq/b,,uq/b2,::::u;,b,‘q’z 1 (1’33) 
which is a special case of a well-poised series 
characterized by the property that the pairwise products of the elements in 
the r + 2 columns are all equal to q times the leading element a. 
Unless I is a nonnegative integer one would need to have the restriction 
(qz/ul < 1 for the infinite series in (1.32) to converge. However, Bailey’s 
transformation formula [ 13, (2.10.1)] 
Swdu; b, c, 4 e,f; 4, w/ef) 
= (aq, 4ef, wde, wdf; 4L 
(44 WX ,wy clef; 4jm 
SW&; ,Wa, w/a, pdla, e, f; 4, uhf), 
(1.34) 
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p= qa2/bcd, e na bl es us to relax this restriction. If i =n, then it can be 
shown by Watson’s transformation formula [ 13, (2.5.1)] that, for z = I?, 
the f,,(z) series reduces to a multiple of pn(.x; a, 6, c, d), x = cos 8. For 
general values of 1, however, the 8 W, series does not reduce to a single 
balanced 4d3 series. Also, the presence of the factors a/z and z/a on the 
right side of (1.29) indicates that there are a number of ways of normalizing 
the solutions. For polynomial solutions where we need to distinguish 
between dominant and subdominant solutions (see [14]), the suitable 
normalizing factor is (a/z)“. In the general situation, on the other hand, 
we need to avoid any powers of z since such powers do not occur in the 
coefficients of any known transformation formulas involving balanced 4#3 
series or very-well-poised &, series. Observing that 
(l-azqi.)(L=(1-a2q’)(l -qpi./az) 
Z (1 -q-‘/a’) ’ 
we note that the functional equation (1.29) can be replaced by an 
equivalent one with a/z replaced by (1 - a2q’)( 1 - qp”/az)/( 1 - q-‘/a=) 
(1 - azq”) in the first term, and z/a by its reciprocal in the second term. It 
can then be shown that 
r 
a 
(z) = (a&“, ad, a&‘, bcdq’lz, q1 -‘/az; qlm fi(z) 
(bcq”, bdq”, cdq”, a2q”, q’ -‘/a2;q), 
(1.35) 
is a solution of the functional equation 
(z+z~‘-a-a-‘+A,+C,)g,(z)=A,g,+,(z)+C,g,~,(z). (1.36) 
Following the derivations in [ 141 one also has that a second linearly 
independent solution of (1.36) is given by 
s 
2 
(z) = (abcdq2”, bzq”+ ‘, dzq” + ‘, bcdzq’, aq”/z, zq’ ~ */a; q), 
(bcqA, bdq’, cdq”, q”+ ‘, a2q”, q’ -“/a’, bcdzq2’+ ‘; q)m 
x 8 W,(bcdzq*“; bcq”, bdq”, cdq’, q’ + ‘, zq/a; q, az). (1.37) 
Equations (1.35) and (1.37) will be the basis of the continuous q-Jacobi 
functions of the first and second kinds that we shall introduce in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we shall specialize these functions to the ultraspherical case 
and use a quadratic transformation formula to express the corresponding 
g W, series in terms of well-poised 2d, series. In Section 4 we shall derive a 
formula giving Ci(cos 8; j3 1 q) + Di( cos 8; fi I q) as the sum of two 
balanced nonterminating 5d4 series which will then pave the way for the 
final step in Section 5 expressing it as an infinite integral. 
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2. ASKEY-WILSON FUNCTIONS 
The *I#‘, series defining sJz) in (1.37) is convergent if lazl < 1, a condi- 
tion which may not hold in the region lz/ > 1. However, (1.34) allows us 
to transform this to a number of different forms whose convergence does 
not depend on z but on the absolute values of the parameters a, b, c, d, and 
2. One such transformation is 
s 
% 
(z) = (adq’, abczq’., bcdzq’, bzq”+ I, czq”+ I, qz2; q)% 
(bcq’, bdq’, cdq’, q’+ ‘, bcz2q”+ ‘, az; q)= 
x (d/z, 4 ~ ‘/a; qL 
(a2q”, q’ ~ ya*; q)m 
8 W,(bcz’q”; bz, cz, zq/a, zq/d, bcq*; q, adq’), 
(2.1) 
which is convergent if ladq”l < 1. To ensure that this condition is satisfied 
we will assume that max(la1, lbl, 1~1, IdI)< 1 and Re130 which is 
automatically satisfied in later applications where we consider Ial, Ibl, ICI, 
IdI to be positive powers of q and 1 B 0. It can be shown that the s& series 
in (2.1) always has a convergent expression under this restriction, even as 
(ZI + co. 
Since our objective is not just to give plausible q-analogues of P$,“,“‘(z) 
and QpP’(z), defined in (1.20) and (1.21) for z in the cut complex plane, 
but also to find connections between them so as to derive expressions 
analogous to (1.22) and (1.23) which are valid on the cut (- 1, l), it is 
necessary that we seek such relations between So and T>,(Z). For non- 
negatve integer values of I the Hilbert transform approach is perhaps the 
more logical one, but for arbitrary complex L’s with Re L 3 0, the use of 
Bailey’s 3-term transformation formula [ 13, (2.11.1)] seems unavoidable. 
Applying this formula to the g W, series in (2.1) we find that 
(abqA, acq’, adq’, bc, bd, cd; q), 
‘I.(‘) = (bcq’, bdq’, cdq’, b/z, c/z, d/z; q)= 
x (4Z2? z -2, bcdqA/z, qzla, q’ ~ ‘./az; q) a, 
(a*q’, q’-“/a2, az, q/az, bcdlz; q), 
x 8 W,(bcdlqz; bfz, c/z, d/z, abcdq’.- ‘, 4-j.; q, qzla) 
(adq’, bcdq”/z, abcq”/z, bq”+ l/z, cq”“/z, qz2, zM2; q)m 
(bcq*, bdq”, cdq’, q”+‘, a2q”, q’pA/a2, z2; q), 
(qzla, bz, cz, dz, azq’, q’ - ‘/az; q)= 
x (az, q/az, b/z, c/z, d/z, bcq’.+ ‘/z2; q)m 
x 8 W,(bcq’lz’; b/z, c/z, qJaz, qldz, bcq”; q, adq”). (2.2) 
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Observe that the first ,W, series on the right side of (2.2) is the same as 
that in (1.32) while the second is the same as that in (2.1) with z replaced 
by z-i. Thus, we can rewrite (2.2) in the form 
(6~ 64 cd, qzla, qz2, zp2; qL 
s’(z) = (bz, cz, dz, az, q/az, bed/z; q)m “(‘) 
1 - ze2 (a/z, zq/a, bz, cz, dz; q), -~ 
1 - z2 (az, qlaz, blz, clz, dlz; qlm 
q(z-I). (2.3) 
If Im z > 0 then this gives an analytic continuation of si.(z) into the lower 
half-plane. With the notation 
(4 4)i = (4 4Mwl”; 43co2 (2.4) 
which agrees with (1.14) when J. is a nonnegative integer, and with the 
understanding that 
r (qipA14 4)ddA;4L if +9, (9’-w; 9)1= wl; 4)m/(% 4)cxz ifA=q,i#O, l,..., (2.5) (-1)“9-%k9),, if A = n, a nonnegative integer, 
we now define the Askey-Wilson function of the first kind by 
R,(z; a, b, c, 4 = 
(a2, qlpi/az; q)i 
(ql -‘./a2, bed/z; 4);. ‘-” 
x 8 W,(bcd/qz; b/z, c/z, d/z, abcdq”- ‘, q-‘; q, qzla), (2.6) 
and that of the second kind by 
S,(z; a, b, G 4 = 
(a/z, 6/z, c/z, d/z, bzq’ + ‘, czq”+ I, abczq”, bcdzq’; q), 
(be, bd, cd, abq”, acqi, q’+‘, 6cz2qi.+‘, zp2; q)m 
(a’, Zq’-‘/a; q)j. 
’ (q’-‘/a2, a/z; q);, ‘-’ 
x 8 W,(bcz2qi; bz, cz, zqla, zq/d, bcq”; q, adq’). (2.7) 
Note that the second line on the right side of (2.5) is the limit of (1 - q/A) 
times the first line as A + q, so (2.5) should be regarded as the definition 
of the symbol on the left side. 
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Formula (1.34) provides an analytic continuation of R,(z; a, b, c, d) into 
the lower half-plane when Im z > 0 since 
8 W,( bcd/qz; b/z, c/z, d/z, abcdqi ~ ‘, q ~ “; q, qz/a) 
(bed/z, q’piz/a; q)j. 
= (bcdz, q’ - ‘/a~; q)i 
g W,( bcdzlq; bz, cz, dz, abcdq’ ~ I, q ~ ‘; q, q/az). 
(2.8) 
When I = n, n = 0, 1, . . . . Watson’s transformation formula [ 13, (2.5.1)] 
gives 
x 443 
4 -“, abcdqnpl, az, az-’ 
ab, ac, ad ; 4, 4 1 (2.9) 
which, for z = eiH, is a multiple of the Askey-Wilson polynomials defined in 
(1.24). The corresponding function of the second kind has the form 
S,(z; a, b, c, d) = 
(a/z, b/z, c/z, d/z, bzq, czq, abcz, bcdz; q)m 
(q, be, bd, cd, ab, ac, qbcz2, zp2; q)% 
(4, ab, ac, c&-z’; q),, 
’ (bzq, czq, abcz, bcdz; q)n 
x 8 W,(bcz2q”; bz, cz, qz/a, qz/d, bcq”; q, adq”) (2.10) 
which is the same as Q,(z; a, 6, c, d) defined in [20, (2.7)]. 
In terms of R, and S1 Eq. (2.3) now takes the simple form 
S,(Z; a, b, C, d) + S;(Z-'; U, b, C, d) = Rj,(z; U, b, C, d) (2.11) 
which resembles (1.22) when $z+z~‘)=x, -ldx<l. For z=e’“, 
0 < 0 < x let us now define Si(x; a, b, c, d) by the formula 
i(Sj,(eio; a, b, c, d) - S,(e-“; a, b, c, d)) = SA(x; a, b, c, d), (2.12) 
which has the resemblance of (1.23). 
Askey and Wilson [4] showed that pn(x; a, b, c, d) of (1.24) satisfies the 
divided-difference quation 
D,[w(x; aq112, bq”‘, cqli2, dq’j2) D,p,(x; a, 6, c, d)] 
+ A,w(x; a, 6, c, d) pn(x; a, b, c, d) = 0, (2.13) 
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where 
A,= -4q(l -q-‘I)(1 -abcdq”P’)(l -q)-2, (2.14) 
2i 
w(x; a, 6, c, d) = ~ 
(z2, zp2; q), 
z-~~‘h(z;a,b,c,d) 
x=f(z+z-‘); (2.15) 
and the divided-difference operator D, is defined by 
D&z) = 
f(q”2z)-f(qpZz) 
~(q’/‘-q-‘/2)(z_z~‘)’ (2.16) 
For the derivation of classical orthogonal polynomials and their 
q-analogues as solutions of certain difference equations on nonuniform 
lattices see, for example, [ 19, 5, 6, 223. By a lengthy, tedious, but fairly 
straightforward calculation it can be shown that (2.13) is also satisfied by 
R,(z; ~1, b, c, d) and S,(Z; a, 6, c, d) with n replaced by IV. In the process 
one has to make repeated use of Bailey’s nonterminating extension 
[ 13, (2.10.10)] of Watson’s transformation formula [ 13, (2.5.1)]. 
At this point there may be some curiosity in the reader’s mind as to how 
one can think of (2.10) as a q-analogue of (1.21) for A= n or a multiple 
thereof since the two do not seem to have any resemblance at all. To see 
the connection, observe that by an application of (1.34) on the 8 W, series 
of (2.10) one can rewrite it as 
S,,(z; a, b, c, 4 
(abed; qlmc(q, ab, ac, ad; q),(abw q)2n+lfwp1(z) 
= (9, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q),(az, bz, cz; qLl + ,(abcd; q)2,(abcz; qL 
Xf 
( 1 - abczq2”+ 2k)(abczq2”, abq”, ucq”, bcq”, q” + ‘, qz/d; q)k 
k = o (1 - abczq2”)(q, czqn + ‘, bzq” + ‘, azq”+ I, abczqn, abcdq2”; q)k 
(dz)k 
’ 
(2.17) 
where 
(qz2, zp2; 4L 
w(z) = (az, bz, cz, dz, a/z, b/z, c/z, d/z; q) m 
(2.18) 
and, as such, is a multiple of w(x; a, 6, c, d) defined in (2.15). The next 
thing to do is specialize the parameters as before, namely, set a= q”‘+ ‘j4, 
c= -q P/2+1/4 b= a &, d = c 4. In the 
(2.17) has a f;>rmal term-by-term limit 
limit q + 1~ the infinite series in 
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where x=i(z+z-I). By using the q-gamma function 
(4; 4L 
G(x) = (qx; q)m 
~ (1 -qy, Rex>O,O<q<l, 
W) = ,$ T,(x), 
(2.19) 
and the identity (&, -&, -4; q)m = 1, the part of the coefficient on the 
right side of (2.17) that is independent of z can be written as 
r,(n+l)r,(n+a+l)f,(B+l) 
rq(2n+a+p+2) 
x(-J& -4;q) (a+BU2+nFJi7 -4;9)(u+/3+1),2 
which tends to the limit 
2*1+*B+l+2”T(~+1T(~+~+1)~(B+1) 
r(2n+cc+p+2) 
as q -+ l_ . (2.20) 
Also, since 
kP*, z-*; 9)m 
= (z, -z, J/z, -&z, z-l, -z-l, &z-l, -&z-‘;q)J(l -z’) 
the z-dependent part of the coefficient in (2.17) can be written as 
(1 -z*)(-Zqm+n+'+fl'*; q)n+lZn 
( 
(z, z-l, &z, VW; q)~,2+1,4(-z, -z-I, -J;5z, -&I-'; 4)/y*+ L/4 
x h 
a/2 + 114, zqll* + 314, _ zqB12 + l/4; q)” + , 
> 
which approaches the limit 
{(l-z)(l-f)]-z-1’2j(l+z)(l+~)~-P-1’2(~)(&)~. (2.21) 
With x = i(z + z-l), (z( < 1, Im z > 0, we have x - 1 = (1 - ~)~/2z, x + 1 = 
(z+ 1)2/2~, 1 --z-l = e’“(z-’ - l), and the expression in (2.21) takes the 
form 
(2(x-1)}~~~l/*~2(x+1)}~8-1/*e-i~(*+l/*) s 1’2(2(ey--~j-n ( > 
= _ie-‘“*.2~“-“-8-l(x- l)-“-“p’(x+ 1)-“, Imx+O--. (2.22) 
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Combining (2.20) and (2.22) we find that 
lim S,(z; qx12 + 114, qd2 + 3i4, _ 4P12 + l/4, _ qP/2 + 3/4) 
y-1- 
.2”+“+pT(n+ l)T(n+a+ l)r(p+ 1+ 
2 
zJ2n+cr+B+2) 
x(x- l)-“P”P’(x+ 1))” 
x,B,(n+l,n+cr+1;2n+a+B+2;2/(1-x)) 
n ! = -ie-‘“” ___ 
v+ 1)n 
QF. p’@), n = 0, 1) 2, . ..) Imx+O-. (2.23) 
For z+z-‘, Imx+O+ and the prefactor becomes i.?‘. The two expres- 
sions then show that (2.11) and (2.12) reduce properly to (1.22) and (1.23), 
respectively. It is much easier to compute the corresponding limit of (1.20) 
which is 
lim R,,(z; q”/z + 114, q”/2 f 314, _ qp/z i 114, _ qPI2 + 3/4) = ~ 
. y-l- 
(2.24) 
As far as (2.23) and (2.24) are concerned it should be mentioned that x is, 
in general, in the complex x-plane cut along the real axis from - cc to - 1 
for P?“‘(x) and from -cc to + 1 for QFp’(x), even when n is not a 
nonnegative integer. 
The limits taken above are simple and formal, but can be made rigorous 
by following arguments imilar to those given in [ 163. 
3. THE q-ULTRASPHERICAL CASE 
We shall now specialize the results of the previous section to the 
ultraspherical case by setting b = a &, c = -a, d= -a &. We will show 
that both R,(z) and SL(z) functions can be transformed to well-poised 2d1 
series. First, we use (1.34) once again to transform (2.7) to the form 
SAz; a, b, c, 4 
=(a/~, b/z, c/z, d/z, azq’+‘, bzq”+‘, czq’.+‘,dzq”+‘,abcdq”-‘;q), 
(bc, bd, cd, abq”, acq”, adq”, q’+‘, z2qit2, ZF’; q)m 
(a’, zq’ -“/a; 4);. 
x (ql -‘/a2, a/z; q)j. ‘-” 
x g W,(z2q” + I; qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d, q’ + ’ ; q, abcdq’ - ’ ). (3.1) 
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In the ultraspherical case, the quadratic transformation formula 
[ 13, (3.4.7)] gives 
sw,(z2qi+ I; da, J&la, - qzla, -J&la, qi + ‘; q, a4q”) 
(z’q” + 2, a4q2’ + ‘; q)m 
= (a2qi+ I, a2z2q2”+2; q)m 
4z21a2, q/a2 
241 [ qz2 
; 4, a4q1 ] 
= (z2q” + *, a2z2, a4q2’ + ‘; q)m 
( qz2, a4qA, a2a2q2’ + 2; q) o. 241 [“)~~j,~‘~2; 4, a2z2], (3.2) 
where, the last line follows by use of Heine’s transformation formula [ 13, 
(1.4.5)]. It follows that 
S,(z; a, a &, -a, -a Jj) 
= (1 -z2) 
(a2z2, a2/z2, a2q*- ‘, a2; q), (a2, zqip ‘/a; q)j. 1 + a2 
(z2 z-2, qA+ I 
9 3 a4; 41, (q’- ‘/a2, a/z; q)A iTi@ apA 
x 241 
[ 
4 ‘+ ‘, q/a2 
a29’ + ’ 
; q, a2z2 
1 
When A = n, a nonnegative integer, this simplifies to 
=(l -z2) 
(a2z2, a2/z2, a2qn+ ‘, a’; q), 1 + a2 
( 2 z ,zp2 ,qn+l 
2 z” 
2 a4; 4)= l+aq” 
X24’ 
[ 
9 n+‘, q/a2 
a2q” + ’ 
; q, a2z2 
1 
. 
From (2.12), we then have, for z = eiB, 0 < 8 < TC, 
S,,(cos 8; a, a &, --a, -a &) 
= 4 sin 9 
(a2e2”, a2eC2jH, a2q”+ ‘, a2; q), 1 + a2 
(e 2i0 , e-2iQ, q”+ ‘, a4; q), 1 + a2q” 
m (q”+ ‘, da2; q)k a2k cos(n + 2k + 1 )d 
(4; 4L 1 +a2 =-- 
(a4; q)n 1 + a2q” 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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by (l.ll), (1.12), and (1.13). From (2.11) and (3.3) we also have 
R, z+z-’ p;a,a 2 Jk -a, -a& 
(a2z2, a2/z2, a24i. + I 
= 2 a2; 4)m(a2; 4)6(1 + a21 j. (=2, z-2, qi.+ I, a4; q)=(q’ -“/a’; q)>.(l + a’q”) a 
X 
i 
(I - z2)(zq’ -“/a; 4);. 
(a/z; qll. 
24, [ qj~~j~f~2; q, a2z2] 
+ (1 -z-2)(q’p2/az; 9);. 
(az; 9);. 
2#, [“‘>i>.T’F’; q, a2/z2]}. (3.6) 
If ;1 is not a nonnegative integer then the expression within the braces does 
not reduce to a single series. However, if A = n, and z = eis, 0 < 0 < 71, then 
we obtain 
R,(cos 6; a, a &, -a, --a &I 
4sir1O(a~e~‘~,a~e~~‘“,a~q”+‘,a~;q),(l +a2) 
(ezis T ep2Y q”+ ‘? a4; 412(1 +a2q”) 
~~~~~a:b~~,i;y4)ka2ksin(n+ZI+ 1)0 
k 
(4; d,U +a’) 
= @4; q),,( 1 + a2q”) CJCOS 0; a2 1 q)7 (3.7) 
by (1.10), (1.12), and (1.13). 
4. EXPRESSION OF I Sn(erH, a, a &, -a, -a &I ’ AS AN INFINITE SERIES 
When z = e18, 0 < 0 < 7c, it follows from (3.3) that 
IS,de”; a JG, --a, --a &)I’ 
= 4 sin’ 0 
[ 
(1 + a2)(a2, a’q’+‘, a2ei8, a2ep2”; q)a 2 
(1 +a2q’)(a4, qi+‘, e”‘, eC”‘;q), I 
x 24, 4’+ ‘3 Yla2; q, a2eiH 
i a2q1 + l 1 L 2@, q’+ ” Yl”‘; q, a2e-210 a’q” + ’ I . (4.1) 
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Using formulas [21, (12.13) and (12.16)] we obtain 
(4 1 + ', a4qA, qz2, qz -2; q)- 
= (a2q" + I, a2q', a*z", a*/z*; q)= 
x 6 W5(gla2; qz2/a2, 4/a2z2, 9 -k; 4, a2qk) 
(4 A + 2, 
+ (a*q"+', 
a4q", q/a', qz2, qze2; q)m 
q-'/a*, q2/a2, a2z2, a2/z2; q)m 
00 (qi+ I, a2q”+ 112, -a2q”+ l/2, -a2qA+ 1; q)k qk 
k=O 
tq, a4q2” + I, q1 + 2, a2qA + I; q)k 
x 6 W,(qla2; qz2/a2, q/a2z2, q pi k/a2; q, a4qA + “). (4.2) 
Using the 6d5 summation formula [ 13, (2.7.1)] we find that the expression 
on the right side of (4.2) reduces to 
bR + ’ 9 a4qi, 9z2, w2; 4L 
(a*q", a2q1 + ', a2z2, a2/z2; q)m 
x 544 
1 
a2, 4/a*, Ji -Ji -4 . 
q1 -“/a2, a2q”+ 1, qz2, qz-2’ 9, 4 1 
+ (a', q/a*, a2z2qz+ I, a2q2 + l/z*; q), 
( u2q* + I, q-'/a', a2z2, a2/z2; q)m 
x 544 
c 
4 
A+ 1, a4qi, a2qi + l/2, _ a2q1 + l/2, _ a2q1. + I 
a2qA + 1, a4q2i. + 1, a2z2qi. + 1, a2q1 + ‘1~2 ; 4, 4 . (4.3) 
1 
Squaring (2.1 l), (2.12), and adding, we obtain by using (4.1)-(4.3) 
R:(x;a,a&, -a, -a&)+Sf(x;a,a,.h, -a,-a&) 
= 4 (Sj,(e"; a, a ~5, --a, -9&)l* 
= 16 sin2 8 
(1 + a2)(a2, a2qA+ ', a2ezie, a2eC2i0; q), * 
(1 + a2qL)(a4, q"+ ', e2io, e-2ie; q)m 1 
X( 
a*, a2, q' - *e"/a, q' -~ 'eC"/a; q)i 
(q1-*la2, q1p'/a2, ae", ae-'"; q)j, 
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x tqi+ 1, a4qA, qe2itl, qe-2iH; q)m 
(a2qj., a2qi. + 1, a2e2i8, a2e -2iS; 4)m 
x 544 
a2, 4/a2, Jii - Ji -9 
q1 - “1~2, a2q>.+ 1, qe2i0, qe-2iH ; 4, 4 1 
+ (a2, q/a2, a2q~+le2i”, a2q”+ le-2’0; q)m 
(a2qi.+ 1, q-lja2, a2e2i0, a2e-2i8; q)nc 
i. + I 
x 544 
(I > 
a4qJ., a2qi. + l/2, _ a2q1 + I/2, _ a2q1 + 1 
a2q1 + 1, a4qzi + I, a2qA + le2i8, 1 a’@+ ‘epziO 
; 4, 4 (4.4) 
This is true for 0 < 0 <z, 2 2 0 and 0 <a < 1. The last expression on the 
right is valid even when A and a are complex with Re A 3 0 and 0 < [al < 1. 
When A= n, a nonnegative integer, we obtain on using (3.5) and (3.7) 
c+s 8; B I 4) + D;(cos 6 P I 4) 
4 sin ~9(fl, /?q”+‘, fie”‘, pep”“; q)= ’ = 
(q, p2qn, P, czs; q), 1 
x 
(4 n+ 1, pZqn, qe2i8, qep2X3; qjm 
WI”, 84” + ’ , fie2”, peC2”; q)= 
x544 1 + (P, q/P, Pq” + 1e2io, Pq” + ‘e~ 2iH; q)= m n+ 1, qpfz,p, ge2i0, pe-2iO; q)m 
n+ 1, pZqn, pqn+1/2, -pqn+ I/2, -pqn+ 1 
11 . (4.5) 
This may be compared with the terminating q-Clausen formula obtained in 
Cl4 121, 
It may be pointed out that all the 5$4 series in (4.3)-(4.5) are balanced and 
nonterminating and, for 0 < q < 1, are convergent unless a zero factor 
appears in any of the denominators. 
The presence of q1 -“lb in the denominator of the first 5#4 series in 
(4.5) and of (q-“/P; qL in the denominator of the coeffkient of the second 
4 series calls for special care when /I is of the form q“ where k is a 5 4 
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nonnegative integer. Formula (4.5) must then be interpreted in the sense of 
a limit. To illustrate this point let us consider the limit of (4.5) as /I + 1. 
Recall that 
lim (1 - 4”) Cn(cos 0; B I 9) = cos no 
3 
B-1 2(1-B) 
lim (1 - 4”) D,(cos 0; B I 9) = sin no 
3 
8-I a1 -8) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
n = 1, 2, . . . . See, for example, [2] for (4.7). (4.8) then follows easily from 
(1.19). So (4.5) gives 
cos2 nfl + sin2 nd 
L 
,I + I, pqn, pqn + l/2, _ pq” + 112, _ pq” + ’ 
‘544 q~q,,+~,B2q2~+‘,Ilq”+‘e2i~,Bq”+,e~2iR ;q3q II ’ (4.9) 
Now, 
As /I + 1 the first n - 1 terms of the series on the right side of (4.10) vanish. 
Since 
(A s/P; 4)n + k 
8@1 (q,ql-n/P;q)n+k 
= (- 1 )“q(%“; q)k/(% q)k 
we find that the limit of this series is 
(+gq’) (Jii -&9 -4;q)tl 
(4 n + ‘; q),(qe”‘, qe -‘je; q)n 
x 443 
[ 
q”, q n+ l/2 ) -q”+ 19, -qn+l 
4 2n + I 34 n + le2i0 34 n+le-2’0 
;qy 4 1 
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since (q; q)2n= (q, -4, &, -&; q),,. On the other hand, the limit of 
the second series on the right side of (4.9) is the same as that of (4.11) 
with ( - 1)” replaced by ( - 1)” + ‘. Thus, we have recovered the identity 
cos* ne + sin* &I = 1. For k = 1, 2, . . . . a similar calculation yields 
C;(COS 8;qk I q) + D;(COS 8;qk I4) 
?7+1 (4 ,qn+k+‘;qh--l 
= (9, q, qe”‘, qe-*“; q)k- isin* 8 
x 544 4 ‘-k,qk,&, -Ji -4 4 I-n--k 34 n + k + I, qe210, qe 
p*;~;4,4 1 9 (4.12) 
0<8<rc. In the limit q-+ 1 we find that 
CC~b)12 + cmx)l* = 
f(n + k) I-(n + 2k) 22- 2k cscZk 0 
f*(k) r(n + 1) T(n + k + I ) 
x $2 
1 -k, k, 4 
I-n-k,n+k+l 
; CSC* e , 
1 
x = cos e, 
(4.13) 
for n= 1, 2, . . . and k= 1, 2, . . . . For general values of /3 the formal limits of 
the two 5qS4 series in (4.5) are jF2 series that diverge for 0 < 0 < rr. 
5. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF Cz(x;fi (q)+Dz(x;fl( q) 
Let a, 6, c, d be complex parameters subject to the restriction that 
labcd/q3/ < 1. Askey [I] showed that 
m 
s 
H(u; ~1, b, c, 4 
1; H(u; ,/ii, -,/ii 4, -9) d” 
=log q- , (4% able, aclq, ad/q, bclq, Wq, cd/q; 43, 
W4q3; q), 
> (5.1) 
where 
H(u; a) = (he’, -iiae-“; q)=, 
H(u; a,, ~2, . . . . ok) = fi H(u; a,). 
i= I 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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It follows that in the case 1q/j31 < 1, Iq’+ ‘1 < 1, we have 
1 
(q/L% 4L 
= log q - ‘(4, pqA + I, q1 ~ A/82, qz2, 42 -2, qz*/it q/Bz2; 4)x 
s m X fqu; /jq’l + 2)/2, q’l + 2)/Z, q’2 ~ i.)/Zz2/j, q’2 - l)/2/pz2) -cc H(u; &, -,/;;T 4, -4) 
x 443 [ 
BJ’i, -x/J%> -4
ql&i//j, ipq(i+2)/2 e”, -iflq(i+2)/2 epu; 494 du 
I 
(5.4) 
and 
5#4[’ ~q~+l,p2q2%+l,flqi.+lZ2,~q~+l/Z2 ’ 
1+l,pZqA,pqi+1/2, -pq).+lJ*, -pqj.+l ;q q 
1 
= log q- yq, pqzi + l, q’ -y/P, qz*//?, q/pz*, pz2qi + I, pqi. + ‘/z2; q)= 
X 
s 
o. H(~; pzq(3i.+2)/2, q(i.+2)/2, q(2-A)/2z2/fi, q(2-1)/2/pz2) 
-02 H(u; &> -&i 4, -4) 
’ 443 
~2~1, pqi+w, -pqi.+lJ2, -fiqAfl 
pq% + I, ifiZq(3i. +2)/Z eU, 
;q q 
-ijZq(3%+2)/2 e-U ’ 1 du ’ (5.5) 
Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) in (4.4), and using [ 13, (2.10.10)] we obtain 
[ 
Cl+ PM 4)cc 2 
= l6 sin2 ’ (I+ pq%)(p2; q)m 1 
X 
(q/B, B2qi, /kZi8, Pep”‘; q15 
~ogq-l(q,q~.+l,~q~.+~,ql--j.~~2;q)~(l~~2q21.+1) 
x te2if?, e - 28; 
q);2(qe2’elB, 4epzi8/8; 4);’ 
o. 
X 
H(~; pq(%+2)/z, q(%+2)/2, q(2-i)/2 e2’e/jj, q’2-“‘/2 e-2ie/p) 
-02 H(u; &, -&i qt -4) 
x sW(BqAfl; 
&,-,I$,-~, iq(‘.+2)Peu, -iq(“+2)/2e~u;q,qp2q’.)du. 
(5.6) 
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When A = n, a nonnegative integer, this leads to the integral representation 
c+s 0; B I 4) + g(cos 0; B I 4) 
4(dB? P> A cl”+ I? pp, /j--m; q)m( _ lyqqp 
= 
( 
log q-l(q, q, q, /I’, q/f12, pq”+ ‘, ezio, eCzie, qe2”, qeC2”, qe2’“//?, 
qeC2’0//?;q)a (1 -/12q2”+‘) > 
= (n+2)/2, q(2-n)12 e2i8/p, q(2-n)/2 e-2i8/p) 
X 
I 
H(u; pq(n+2”2, q 
--oc H(u; &, -q”k 4, -4) 
x dwWf’; &, - &, -4, iq’” + 2’/2 eU, - iq(“+ 2”2 e pU; q, b2q”) du. 
(5.7) 
Since the g W, series above is convergent when Ifl\ < 1 this representation 
holds in a rather restricted region, namely, q < [/?I < 1, and as such may not 
be too useful. Also, (5.7) cannot be regarded as a q-analogue of (1.2) for 
1, = n since the right side of (5.7) does not reduce to that of (1.2) in the limit 
q+l-. By using the 6$6 summation formula and, in particular, [13, 
Ex. (5.16)] one can also express Ci(cos 0; /I 1 q) + D,f(cos 8; /I I q) as a 
q-integral from 0 to cc but its form is very similar to the one in (5.7) and 
so has no special advantage. 
In concluding this paper we add the remark that the two perfectly 
meaningful +j4 series on the right side of (4.5) cease to be convergent in 
the limit q + 1~ when /I #qk, k =O, 1,2, . . . . O< 6’~ rr, while the integral 
representation (5.7) seems to carry much less information than (1.2) for the 
q -+ l- case. 
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